
MULTI-TWIST BALL MACHINES
Small but mighty • Lightweight and portable

GAME CHANGERS

OFFCOURTONCOURT

Compare  
the versatile  

Multi-Twist & 
Multi-Twist Mini

Multi-Twist Multi-Twist Mini
WEIGHT 11 pounds 6 pounds

HEIGHT 25 inches tall 17 inches tall

FEED RATE 1 ball every 5 seconds 1 ball every 3.5 seconds

FEED DISTANCE 5 setting positions 5 setting positions

BALL CAPACITY up to 28 balls* up to 14 balls*

TYPE OF BALLS
tennis balls / pickleballs / 

red, orange and green 
transition tennis balls

tennis balls / pickleballs / 
red, orange and green 
transition tennis balls 

BATTERY LIFE 6 months or more 6 months or more

COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
INFINITY PLAY SYSTEM No Yes

PRICE $299.95 $299.95

Multi-Twist
The Multi-Twist will throw both 
pickleballs and tennis balls (including 
green, orange and red balls). It throws 
a ball every five seconds and holds 28 
tennis balls or 24 pickleballs. Easily 
adjust the distance of the feed from 12 
to 20 feet. Choose between battery 
and AC power. 
ORDER ONLINE

Use any ball in either machine: tennis balls, 
pickleballs, and transition tennis balls!

Multi-Twist Mini
The Multi-Twist Mini works 
independently like any ball machine 
or with our patent-pending Infinity 
Play System, a continuous play netting 
retrieval system made specifically for 
this machine! It throws a ball every 3.5 
seconds and holds 14 tennis balls or 12 
pickleballs. Under normal use, six “D” 
batteries will last 6 months or more. 
ORDER ONLINE

OnCourtOffCourt.com
888-366-4711
214-823-3078

* Ball capacity varies by ball size. See the website pages for each product for exact details.

COMING SOON!

Multi-Twist Mini 
and the Infinity Play 
System
Hit your ball into the net of 
the Infinity Play System and 
it drops down into the Multi-
Twist Mini to create a non-
stop, action-packed practice. 
The Infinity Play System is a 
fun, continuous play retrieval 
system designed to work with 
the Multi-Twist Mini.

https://oncourtoffcourt.com/multi-twist-ball-machine-for-tennis-pickleball/
https://oncourtoffcourt.com/multi-twist-mini-ball-machine-for-tennis-pickleball/
http://www.oncourtoffcourt.com

